HOW WE MAY HELP?

If you need antibiotics please consider the following good practices:

DIAGNOSTICS
Always get in touch with your veterinarian before using antibiotics in your animals.

BUYING
Obtain antimicrobials in authorized farmacies or drugstores.

PRESCRIPTION
Avoid buying antibiotics if they have not been prescribed by a veterinarian.

EXPIRATION DATE
Do not use expired antibiotics.

REGISTRY
Buy only legally authorized antimicrobials in your country.

DISPOSAL
Do not throw in the garbage, sewage or the environment expired or discarded antibiotics.

THERAPEUTICS
Follow strictly dosages and administration schedules based on your veterinary prescription.

ANIMAL FEEDING
Try to avoid the continuous usage of antibiotics as feed additives in animal production.

A misuse of antibiotics in animal production may generate resistant bacteria. Let’s prevent the generation of new SUPERBUGS!

ANTIMICROBIALS ARE ESSENTIAL MEDICINES AND THEY ARE LOSING ITS EFFICACY.